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Abstract-In this paper there is shown (for a model problem) that the consistence error of a finite element 
method-which is based on noncompatible trial functions+lisappears, if the underlying variational 
principle is extended to the noncompatible trial function set. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A finite element method is called nonconforming if the set of approximation functions is not 
contained in the domain of the applied variational principIe[l2]. For example, a finite element 
method which is based on a variational principle for sufficiently smooth trial functions gives a 
nonconforming finite element method in the sense above, if the chosen trial functions produce 
interelement discontinuities. An extension of the underlying variational principle to the applied 
noncompatible trial function set leads to a conforming method. It is well known ([2], [5], [6], 
[lo]) that this can be done with the Lagrange-multiplier-rule (the interelement discontinuities 
are then incorporated into the variational principle) and that by such extension process the 
positive definiteness of the functional equation can be lost [2]. The modified functional equation 
generally has a more complicated structure; its definiteness-and boundedness qualities are no 
longer obvious. 
In the paper[l5] there was shown for a loaded rod (model problem) that the function set 
!~‘~~(a) (= set of functions which (a) satisfy given boundary conditions, (b) produce finite strain 
energy in every finite element, (c) give an incompatible global displacmenet field u(x)) contains 
a subset t*‘(Q) C $21(il) of bz’(a), where the extension to bz’(0) x s*‘(0) 
Atu, v) 44 VI d(u) 
(u, u E i&k) 
n 
44 0) = B(u) 
of the tirst variation of Dirichlet’s principle for the boundary value problem 
i(x) = P(x), U(0) = u(l) = 0, D(x) E L?(n) 
is (weak) coercive and bounded. (This result can be stregthened: weak coercive elliptic.) 
From a mechanical point of view this result is obvious: If the trial functions are sufficiently 
smooth and satisfy the essential boundary conditions (that is: uIu are belonging to the Sobolew 
0 
space W,‘(n)) then the principle of virtual work (= first variation of the “total potential energy 
principle”) for the given problem takes the form 
A(u, tl) = p(v) Vu, 
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where A(u, u) represents a bounded and elliptic bilinear functional on the domain I&‘(fi) X 
I&‘(fi)[ll]. If one takes noncompatible trial functions u, u which produce sufficiently small 
disturbances a(u, u) in the extended principle then the ellipticity-and boundedness qualities of 
a(u, u) are given by the analogous qualities of A(u, v) (ellipticity and boundedness of A(u. u) 
cannot be lost at once). All trial functions with this property are belonging to “v,‘(a); by the 
construction of ?(a) it is possible to say that c2’(fl) is a neighbouring space of I&‘(R). 
This fact should be applied in the present paper to a beam problem: a finite element 
approximation with noncompatible trial function is based alternatively on a variational principle 
in its classical formulation (nonconforming method) resp. its extension to noncompatible trial 
functions and for every method the approximation error is analysed. 
(Remark: A trial function set is named “noncompatible” in this paper if its elements do not 
show the same regularity qualities as the solution of the problem.) 
2.THEMECHANICALPROBLEM.NOTATIONS 
One is interested in the deflection field u(x) of the clamped supported beam @ (Fig. 1). To 
get fixed the problem it is assumed that the beam is prismatic, isomorphic, isotropic and linear 
elastic (bending stiffness EJ). 
The force density p^(x)(p* E L@)) of the external forces should be given. It is well known 
that this hypotheses lead to the boundary value problem 
u“yx) = &vx) = b(x) 
u(0) = u(l) = 0 ’ (9. 
(1) 
An approximate solution of problem (S) should be constructed by a finite element method. For 
this purpose a finite element dissection SN with the elements TJ( 1 I J I N) satisfying 
is taken. 
On fi defined global functions are denoted in the following by small letters, e.g. u(x), and 
their restrictions to the elements F’ get a capital letter with the index “9”. e.g. u(x)/?, = U,. 
The deflection field in ?; is approximated by a Lagrangian interpolant of the second order: 
(4) 
u = U,“=, U, is continuous on a, but the first derivative ; is not continuous across the 
interelement boundaries. For a clear definition of the domain of the applied variational principle 
the following function sets-defined for an arbitrary set T C R-are introduced: 
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Fig. 3. 
Lz( T): space of the square integrable functions defined on T and normed by 
II4IL.m = (I, Iu12dx)1’z. 
W,“(T): space of functions with square integrable (weak) derivatives of the orders 0 5 j s k 
on T, normed by 
(6) 
&r’(T): this is a (closed) subspace of W2’( T) satisfying on JT the relations 
p = 0 osv<k. (7) 
V,‘(n): space of the elementwise defined global functions, u = U,“=, UJ, whose strain energy 
is finite; this function set is normed by 
111 u IIIk.n = ($, 11 u,Ik’2kCT,,)1’2. (8) 
!‘zk(fi): subspace of V,‘(R) satisfying the given boundary conditions, t2k(a) C V,‘(Q. 
6: (f-l): 
0 Ip 0 IO 
subspace of V2k(fi); V2k(fi) C V,‘(R) C Vzk(fi), (on the subspace V2k(R) the chosen 
variational principle has a bounded and positive definite bilinear functional equa- 
tion). 
v,: a finite dimensional subspace of b2k(0), its elements get the surfix “‘h”, e.g. &,. (For 
the present problem V,, is constructued by (4)). 
Now three principle of virtual work type are stated: 
(Remark: The principles contain the stress-strain-relation a d are more correctly named by 
“‘the tirst variation of a stationarity principle of potential energy type” [4]). 
2.1. The virtual work principle for suficiently smooth functions 
If the function v satisfies all kinematic conditions of problem (S) (these are: (a) boundary 
conditions, (b) smoothness conditions in a, this shows that u can be chosen by u E W2’(0)), 
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-5 
w-u-): 4”; -u;.,, 
Fig. 4. 
then the principle of virtual work takes the form 
(9) 
A(u, u) = p(v). (10) 
2.2. The b2’(Q)-extension of the virtual work principle 
Continuous functions (defined on R) which have noncontinuous first derivatives at the 
0 0 
interelement boundaries are belonging to the subset VI’(n) C V2’(fl). The variational principle 
(9) should now be extended to the domain D(8) = b:(a) x b:(Q). Let be {A,, 1 5 J I N} a 
Lagrange multiplier set, then the extended principle (9) can be written in the form (SU+W) 
and by the well known arguments of the calculus of variations one gets a symmetric bilinear 
functional equation: 
N 
,FI 
;;;dx-f;&2+;-),(&;-),-f;$;(;+b),(zi+-;,, =$ 
I 
jju dx V&‘(n) 
=I T, I=I T, 
(11) 
A(u, v) - du, v) = P(v) (12) 
~(u, v) = p’(v). (13) 
2.3. An incorrect virtual work principle 
Recall from Section 1 that the domain of the variational principle 
p’v dx Vu E l&R) 
is given by k’(fk) X k2(fV. In applications this principle is sometimes used in connection with 
interpolants tlh E V,(= e.g. constructed by (4)) C S2’(R): 
(14) 
A(u, v) = p’(v). (15) 
In (14) contributions of the interelement forces to the work balance are neglected. 
If one chooses l)h E vh (= constructed by (4)) then the element method based on the principle 
II) is a conforming method whereas the principle III) leads to a nonconforming method. For a 
common treatment of the error analysis the variational principles (13) and (15) are written in the 
form 
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s8(U, v) = d(v) VU E &-I) (16) 
with &(u, P) = 2I(u, a) or sQ(u, u) = A(u, v). 
3. THEERRORANALYSIS 
The boundary value problem (S) has a unique solution uO(@) for every p’ E L,(fI): then the 
operator A = d4/dx4 maps a subspace X C Wz4(R) (X satisfies the boundary conditions (2), (3)) 
onto L?(a); this mapping is bounded: 
ll~oll w2%U 5 ~‘IliillL*tn, . (17) 
The inequality of Schwarz resp. Friedrichs shows that the bilinear functional A(u, v) (see 
0 0 
(10)) on the domain D(A) = W$*(fi) x We’ is bounded resp. D(A) -elliptic; that is: 
]]A(u, a)]\ 5 I+]] w,~u!41 w~Q~, Qu, 0 E WA) (18) 
rev. llu11&~~5~~Nu) Vu ED(A) (19) 
A(u) = A(u, u). (20) 
From the Lax-Milgram-theorem then follows the existence of a unique solution z. E h?(R) 
for the equation (9)[11] and Sobolev’s embedding theorem shows x C &‘$I). The uniqueness 
statement and the last inclusion then prove 
Go = 110. (21) 
For u, v E D(A) one has obviously %(u, v) = A(u, v) = A(u, v) (see (9), (12), (15)) and so the 
boundedness result (18) and the ellipticity result (19) hold for 2l(u, v) and A(u, v) on ?A), too. 
If the continuity requirements at the internal boundaries are relaxed (that is: u, voE p2’(fl)) in 
such a way that Mu, v)ls Z Ill u Ill 2.n Ill0 III 2~ th en u, u are belonging to “v,2(fI) C v~‘(fl). It can 
be proven (for a simpler mechanical problem see[l5], for a heuristic consideration see[ll]) that 
for sufficiently small values of %’ (that is: for sufficiently small disturbations induced by the 
interelement discontinuities) the boundedness-and ellipticity qualities (18), (19) are preserved 
P & 
on D(a) = VI*(R) x Vz2(fi) for B(u, v) in the form 
IWU. VII 5 Jw4ll llblll 2.n vu, v E D(B) (22) 
u Ill 5 R3WU) E Dpl) 
= B(u, 
5 K2 u Ill 2.n 
ltl u ill :.n 5 K3Nu) 
A(u) = A(u, u). 
The function sets {u, a} defining D(B) (that is: (22) 
called a neighbouring domain to D(A). 
Vu, v ED(%) (25) 
vu E D(a). (26) 
(27) 
. (27) are satisfied on D(g)) should be 
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(Remark: The relations (22). (27) do not hold in general. This fact is simply shown by 
sufficiently large rigid-body-motions of one finite element belonging to the dissection &.) 
Inequalities (22). . . (27) have the common form 
For the next considerations the assumption 
v, c “v,t(n, (31) 
is introduced. Following the considerations of Ciarlet [7] or Strang and Fix[l4] one gets for an 
arbitrary whcVh by (29) and (31) 
111 wh 111 :.O s x3&w,). (32) 
Let wh be computed by 
w,, = uh - v,, (Uhr vhv wh E vh): (33) 
(33) introduced into (32) gives with (28) and some obvious manipulations the estimate 
(34) 
Let be uh an approximation of u0; (34) is valid for every wh E vh and because of that for 
eVerY vh E vh, tO0. Accordingly t0 this fact one can choose vh = v where v minimizes the term 
111 u0 - 5 111 2.n = inf 111 u0 - oh 111 2~. F rom the approximation theory therefore results 
VUhE v,
111 uo - 5 1112.0 5 K4J-Wludl W~Q-V; (35) 
therein E(h) is called “error-function” [I]. 
For an estimation of the second term in the right side of (34) one can use’ (a) the common 
form of the equations (13), (15): &(uh, vh) = fi(t$) vvh E vh and (b) the terms resulting from 
integrations by parts for problem (I), (2), (3) on the solution uo: 
I n uo(4)l),, dx = 3, I, ;6;11,, dx- Nz’ &,(xJ)( ;h+ - ;,,-), = G(u,, r,,) = p’( t&) vu,, E v, . (36) zz I I=1 
G(uo, uh) 
The difference of the terms (a)-(b) gives: 
&uh, uh) - G(uo, Oh) = 0 VvhE vh. (37) 
(Remark: For sufficiently smooth functions u one gets %(u, oh) = G(u, @,) but D(G) C D(g) 
and so one must distinguish the two functionals). 
With (37) it is possible to write for the second term in the right side of (34) 
l--o - Uhr wh)[ < 
111 wh ~~~ 29 
sup jd(uO. wh) - d(uh, w,,)( = uov wh) - Gtuo, w,,) 
- Vw,+EVh 111 wh 111 2dI 
SUP ld( lll wh IIl I. (38) 
VWhE v, 2.n 
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The boundedness of the functionals d and G and Sobolev’s embedding theorem finally 
make it possible to write for the-so-called-consistence error: 
(39) 
By summing up the inequalities (34), (35), (39) one gets an estimation for the energy-error 
ll~~O-~h1112.fIgx3[(x2+ j+PE(h) + K5rwIlluollw’cn, (41) 
shortly written in the form: 
111 UO - uh ill 2.n 5 %,[E(h) + ~2U~>llludl w,fn, (42) 
%, = (1 + .Y2X3)K4 (43) 
(e2 = X3K’l%,. (44 
Sometimes the error ]]e]]L2co, = )Iuo - uh]]&nI = 111 ug- l(h 111 oo is Of interest. For its COmpu- 
tation an analysis similar to]121 is used. Let be w the solution of problem (S) for the special 
value p’ = e E L2(fU: 
wc4) = e , w(0) = w(l) = 40, = &I, = 0. (45) 
Therefore one has a principle of virtual work 
Jozedx=/a , zwC4’dx =(z wC4)) Vz E “v,2(fl) (46) 
which for z = e and by (31) (that is: e = uo- uh E F2’(fl)) takes the form 
The regularity results uo~ W24(fi), w E W,‘(O), the relation (36) and the triangle inequality 
lead to 
- wh)l+ Id(Uoy Wd- G(uO, wh)l+ Idk w)iCIW. W)i 
PI (47) 
and if one chooses wh as an approximation of w then the following estimates of A, B, C are 
possible: 
Estimation of [AI (by use of (28) and (35)): 
The facts that the functionals d and G are bounded and that for uo, w E W24(fl) 
Nuo, w) = G(uo, w) (49) 
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are used for the derivation of inequality (50): 
b@o, wh) - G(uo, wh)l = I&( Uo, W - wh) - G(uo, W - wh)l 5 -Y(h) 111 Uo 111 z.0 111 w - “‘h 111 2.0 
5 K4y (h )E(h 1 III uo (II z.nll4 w,w,. 
(50) 
Estimation of ICI 
The boundedness of d and G gives again: 
ld(e, WI - G(e, w)ls A(h) Ill e III 2.0 Ill w Ill 2.n. 
In the inequalities (48), (50), (51) one can introduce the a prioti estimate 
IIwJIw~~~R~ 5 K’llell~2cn~, (see (17)). 
(51) 
(52) 
and use the statements (Sobolev’s embedding theorem) 
one gets: 
I141iI~~~ 5 WX2K4E(h) + K’K6A(h)l Ill e 111 UI+ K’K4K6y(h)E(h)lludl ~2~~~~11141~2~~~ (54) 
and by (42): 
I(ellL:(o, i{[KiX’K4E(h) + K’K6A(h)]U,[E(h) + VJ(h)l + K’K4K6y(h)E(h)}(llcoll W~~KI) 
lb0 - uh/lL#, 5 %&Wz)+ W(hME(h)+ %zUh)l+ %v(~E(~)Ill~dl w~wu 
(59 
%, = K1X2K4V I (j6) 
%4 = (X2K4)-‘K6 (57) 
GfTs = (SC*%‘,)-‘K6. (58) 
Now the case a(u, V) = ?l(u, u) should be analysed: 
For u = u. E W:(a) follows from equation (11) and (36): 
N-1 I, 
~(UO, uh) = Nuo, vh) - c d-&h+ - ;h-,, = G(uo, vh) vuh E vh =I 
N-l 
3 (uo, u) = A(uo, u)- ,z, h,(x,)(;+ - I-), = G(uo, 0) Vu E “v,*(Q) 
and then 
equation (59) compared with (40) shows that r(h) = 0, 
equation (59) compared with (50) shows that y(h) = 0, 
equation (59) compared with (51) shows that A(h) = 0; (uo+ w). 
With these relations the error estimates (42), (55) are reduced to 
(59) 
(60) 
111 uo - uh 111 2.0 5 a,E(h ,Iluoll w24cn~ 
(x’ + 5’7 Vi + ai) 
(61) 
lluo - uh IIL.2(0, 5 dW ))*lluoll w,m . (62) 
The model problem of Section 2 is based on a trial function set vh constructed by (4): 
interpolation results of Zlamal[l6] or C&let and Raviart[8] give for this vh (= constructed by 
(4)): 
E(h) = Ch. (63) 
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From these considerations one finds that the finite element method 
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a(uh, uh) = /%uh) vvh E v,, 
Vh (constructed by (4)) 
defined a convergent approximation method (energy-convergence-rate: h’). Contrary to this 
result simple calculations how that the finite element (4) (if one excludes special cases) does 
not pass the patch-test for Se(u, u) = A(u, v), that is: for every polynomial Pz of second 
order-defined on n-and every noncompatible wh E Vh one has 
API, w,) + GU’2, wh) VW,, E v,,, VP,. 
The boundedness of A(u, uh) and G(uo, uh) on D(a) leads to the inequality[l4] 
for the approximation error; therein T(h) does not tend to zero for h +O if the patch-test is 
violated [141. From (64) and (65) then results that the finite element method 
A(&,, oh) = ij(oh) vu,, E v,, 
V,, (constructed by (4)) 
defines a nonconvergent approximation. 
In practice the energy error estimate (42) is of interest. This inequality shows the energy 
error as the sum of consistence rror-distinguished 
convergence rates. The considerations 
consistence rror if a finite element approximation with noncompatible 
trial functions is based on an extended variation principle. The extension process leads in 
general to an equation system where the global stiffness matrix has more non-zero elements 
than the corresponding matrix of a non-extended variational 
calculation, but the disappearance of the error 
gives the supplementary 
BabuSka[2]; he has shown for a model 
problem-where the trial functions violate the essential boundary conditions-that 
variational principle is positive definite and bounded on special function sets and that 
optimal rates are possible. 
Considerations 
difficulty: In the error analysis vh C 81v22(fi) was 
assumed (for serving the and of &(u, u)); the author does not know a 
sufficiently practicable a p&n’ test for checking this inclusion. Numerical 
experiments]131 
satisfactory 
numerical result which are sufficiently 
calculations how a high sensitiveness relative to this fact. Motivated by these observations 
assumption. 
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